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Velsycon – Interchangeable Silo Systems And Special 
Vehicle Manufacturing From Wildeshausen, Germany 
 
A solution for every transportation task – worldwide. 
 

velsycon Ltd is known as a premium manufacturer of transportation 

systems for interchangeable silo systems and manufactures pocket, 

hook, and a combination of other interchangeable systems. According to 

customer specifications, they are mounted on truck chassis, semi-

trailers, or tandem-trailers. 

The high export quota with customers throughout Europe, the Middle 

East, North Africa and overseas is by no means without reason. The 

company's market segments are the building materials and transport 

industries; especially the bulk transport logistics with exchangeable silos 

as well as filter silos. The modular construction system for the structures 

pays off. With the combination of reliable components and fitting 

adaptations, velsycon successfully occupies market niches. 

Corresponding interchangeable silos and containers including 

customized solutions according to customer requirements are also part 

of velsycon´s product range.  

In addition to the well-known velsycon products, the 2-pocket silo 

placing units are some of the new favourites among the demountable 

units for material logistics. The 2-pocket silo placing units are available 

as a mounted version for motor vehicles, tandem trailers and as a semi-

trailer version. The system offers considerable advantages in load 



 

capacity. Transport companies are especially interested in the semi-

trailer versions of the transport system, as they offer an additional option 

for transportation orders and thus the utilisation of their tractor units. 

All transporting systems are also made available to interested parties as 

rental vehicles. 

 

**  End of press release ** 

Download: www.pr-download.com/velsycon.35.zip 
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The ZTA is a device for silos ranging 
from 12 m³ to 22 m³ loading volume for 
the 2-pocket silo system, which is 
widely used on the market. 
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The drawbar combination offers 
economic bulk logistics. 
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